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ASSEMBLEY INSTRUCTION FOR PURR PALACE #K446

Inventory: Your Purr Palace #K446 should come with the following: (7) #C72
6’ high panels (1) #CD72 6’ high single door (2) #C48C lids (top) (52) #200 panel
clips (2) #F24 shelves (2) #S31 shelf support arms (8) #250 floor divider clips
(16) #FDC fold down clips (3) #175 door clips. (If optional floor is purchased you
will have an additional (2) #F24 floors (8) #250 floor divider clips included).

Step 1: Stand the #C72 panels up (they are already snapped together in a chain)
and place in the shape of a 4’ by 4’ cage. Connect the 2 sections of panels
together. The door may go wherever is most convenient.

Step 2: Inside the enclosure are #FDC fold down clips attached to the
centerbars. ‘Fold down’ these clips, (the #F24 shelves will rest upon them).
Place a #F24 shelf in the back of the pen, 1/3 of the way up from the bottom.
The shelf should be flat-side up. Attach the (8) #250 floor divider clips to the
shelf, attaching them underneath to the centerbar and the floor panel. There
should be 2 clips for each 2-foot section. Next, connect the #S31shelf support
arms. (See shelf support arm instructions).
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Step 3: The #C48C lid, is placed on top of the enclosure with the #200 panel
clips, (after folding them out) facing down. Place the lid on and snap the (2) clips
per 2’ section on, going around the enclosure making sure the #C48C lid is
‘evened up’ all the way around.
Never use a cage outside without the floor installed.

Congratulations! You are now ready to use your Kali-Ko Purr Palace #K446
enclosure.
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